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Ataki fizyczne i elektroniczne na systemy
energetyczne - identyfikacja zagrożeń i wymagania
w celu przeciwdziałania im
On managing physical and cyber threats to energy systems
identification and countermeasure requirements
Centra dyspozycji i sterowania systemami energetycznymi narażone są na różnego typu niebezpieczeństwa. Należą do
nich miedzy innymi klęski żywiołowe, ataki hakerów, czy terrorystów, a także niezamierzone błędy popełniane przez personel. Artykuł przedstawia metody zapobiegające tym zagrożeniom. Proponuje protokół mogący posłużyć do wykrycia
braków w zabezpieczeniu przed zagrożeniami, jak i do oceny stanu bezpieczeństwa systemów energetycznych. Pod uwagę
brane są zarówno zagrożenia fizyczne, jak i ataki elektroniczne.
Słowa kluczowe: systemy dyspozycji i sterowania, bezpieczeństwo.
Control centers of energy systems are subjects to different kind of threats such as natural disasters, hackers, or terrorist
attacks, or finally unintentional personnel errors. The article introduces some protections methods against those threats.
It proposes a protocol to be used for routine self-assessment to provide companies with feedback on the effectiveness of
their security policy. The protocol can be used as well during security audits for detection of energy systems infrastructure
vulnerabilities. Both, physical and cyber attacks are taken into consideration.
Keywords: control systems, security.

1. Introduction
The complexity of operating power system has recently increased and the equipment failures and operational errors are
more likely and of bigger impact. As the energy systems directly influence life and wellbeing of citizens in modernized countries, they should be protected to the greatest possible extend,
starting from all kind of physical threats, short or long-term system disturbances, natural disasters, accidents, human errors, to
highly motivated and well-funded computer and control experts
organized in terrorist groups. While protection against physical
threats and random faults and failures has been considered for
long time, the security of electronic communications and information distribution have been thought of peripheral importance
until recent years.
The development of control systems for the energy industry
has been focused almost exclusively on implementing equipment that can keep the power system reliable. This was due to
the fact that the control networks were designed and believed
to be isolated from the external communication. Additionally,
the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems were very specialized and used proprietary software and
hardware equipment where the details of implementation were
known only by the vendor and therefore the systems were thought to be secure. Both, control systems and understanding security, have developed since. Different fora provide guidance
on industrial automation systems security, an example is the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) with
its Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security [1], or

Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society (ISA) creating guidance documents and standard [2] on introducing IT
security to existing industrial control and automation systems.
Security by obscurity is no longer considered a valid concept.
The control systems are increasingly using public networks for
different internal and external wide area communication purposes. At the same time proprietary control systems are being
replaced by equipment with standardized interfaces, while the
standardized communication protocols connecting the systems
to external networks are well documented and available not
only to implementers, but also to all types of hackers, terrorists
and industrial spies including. Failure of control- and protection systems can lead to huge costs and risk human safety. In
addition, intruders are looking for possibilities to use the industrial control systems as a penetration route to other systems.
As a result, the centres of the energy domain and the SCADA
systems controlling multiple field devices become high-profile
targets for terrorist. Therefore all the players of the power industry have to know that safety and security must include physical means such like fences, gates, guards, alarm systems, but
also electronic protection measures like firewalls, or intrusion
detection system, as well as actual risks assessments and plans
for emergency actions.
Although the security level of power systems and particularly SCADA-based systems is increasing, it still does not correspond to the possible threat consequences. There are large
number of implemented industrial control systems which are
relatively insecure due to different kinds of vulnerabilities. Therefore companies need formal programs for establishing stan-
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dard-based approach to security that would define security requirements and provide guidance regarding rules to be followed to
ensure the highest degree of their systems security in everyday
routine as well as actions to be taken during incidents.
This article discusses security vulnerabilities and a protocol to be used for routine self-assessment to provide companies
with feedback on the effectiveness of their security policy. It takes into consideration both, the physical and cyber attacks. The
protocol can be used as well during security audits for detection
of all kind of threats and potential attacks on the energy systems
infrastructure. As the systems are pretty complex and part of the
security maintenance and monitoring is quite often outsourced
to external companies, it is better to simplify the rules to be
followed by dividing the protocol into parts directed to various
entities for controlling their own resources.

2. Physical threats on electricity infrastructure
The electricity supply infrastructure is exposed to many
kinds of threats. In order to understand the vulnerabilities and
to (cost-efficiently) mitigate their consequences, it is necessary to consider both the cyber threats and the various physical
threats. Often the resilience is much worse and consequences
much more dramatic, when several vulnerabilities contribute
simultaneously. For decades electric utilities have had security policies and plans that identified vulnerabilities, assigned
personnel competence at different levels, and set out in detail
which emergency procedures have to be followed to minimize
or prevent damage and losses of infrastructure. They also included regulations in case of a bomb threat, hostage situation,
and other major disturbances like terrorists, and criminal activities. Security policies, operating standards and procedures
should be strictly obeyed and tested by audit protocols. Areas of
control are procedures, operating standards, practices and organisational structures. An example of such protocol concerning
physical vulnerabilities that could have impact on destroying
elements of electric system is discussed in the rest of this chapter. It covers:
-- natural disasters (storms, hurricanes, floods, earth quakes,
ice or frost building),

-- faulty components due to ageing, overloading, poor material, system complexities etc.,
-- human errors and accidents,
-- deliberate physical attacks to power plants, power transmission lines, sub-stations, transformers, control centres,
communication equipment by criminals or terrorists.
Another attention worth threat is a potential loss of domestic or imported fuel supply as a result of political and/or
military actions, embargoes, transmission, and transportations
problems. Such cases may lead to limitation of energy fuels, not
sufficient fuel quality, and as a consequence to disruptions of
the operation of the electricity infrastructure. Although threats
can be “incidental” or results of malicious behaviour of attackers, still a lot of threats result from human errors or insufficient understanding of procedures.
Electricity supply interruptions in minutes per year in EU
countries are shown in the 4th Benchmarking Report, on Quality of Electricity Supply 2008 by the Council of the European
Energy Regulators [3] and they show that the impact of exceptional events such as storms, snow storms and icing dominates.
The highest peak was caused by the storm Gudrun that occurred
in Sweden on 8th January 2005. About 663 000 people stayed
without electricity supply for several days and several people
even for weeks. Total about 30 000 km power lines were damaged due to blustery wind. These outages created the total
estimated cost of 274 millions Euro.
Another case was recorded in Münsterland (Germany) on
25th of November 2005, which was affected by a combination
of wet snow falls, icing and storm. As a result of this rough
weather many towers of the distribution grid (110/20/0,4-kV)
broke down. 25 km of the high voltage line (220/110 kV) and
120 km of low voltage lines (20/10/0,4 kV) were destroyed.
Approximately 80 000 consumers stayed without power up to 5
days. Consumers from Belgium and Netherlands were affected
because of this disturbance, as well. These outages created the
total cost of ca. 20 millions Euro.
Minutes lost per customer per year in European Union countries in 1999-2007 due to system supply interruptions shows
figure 1 [3].
Another factor that highly influences the power supply disturbances are terrorist attacks. A number of such attacks on

Fig. 1. Electricity supply interruptions in minutes per year in EU countries [3]
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electric system have been documented around the world over
the last few decades. For example, [4] reported a database for
27 countries outside USA for the period 1994-2004 with the total number of about 192 terrorist attacks. Mostly About 58% of
the attacks took place in Colombia, 8% in Iraq and 6% in Spain,
3% in Russia, Pakistan and France. The remaining 21 countries
accounted together for 19%. About 59 % of the attacks targeted at electricity transmission, 13% at substations and 12% at
power generation. Transmission lines are easier to attack but
also easier and faster to repair than large transformers. Electric power plants are least accessible to attacks but have long
restoration times. Most of the interruption time experienced
by the customers originates from the power distribution grid.
However, the power distribution grid is hardly a prime target
for a physical attack, because the impact of the event is limited
compared to an attack against transmission grid and likely also
to a sophisticated cyber attack against distribution grids.
To mitigate the above risks the following measures could
be employed:
-- redundancies and back up systems located adequately far
from each other,
-- adequate generation capacity distributed in the region,
-- capability to run critical parts of the grid islanded from
the infrastructure,
-- increasing operational margins and system reserves,
-- back up power generation arrangements of critical information and communication technologies (ICT),
-- improving controllability of active and reactive power
flows with power electronic systems (Flexible Alternative
Current Transmission System),
-- efficient limitation of damage and fast restoration,
-- adequate own and outsourced human resources,
-- fault tolerance and graceful degradation of systems,
-- control and monitoring of physical access.,
-- improved automation and protection, smart grid technologies,
-- diagnostic tools,
-- audit and risk analysis.
However, as considerable costs are associated with the above methods, it is not a trivial task to choose the best combination of them. We collected them into 4 groups according to the
utilities that they relate to: power plants, control centres, power
grids and substations. This way there has been created a list of
requirements that can be used as a guide on provisioning security, or an audit protocol for checking the level of security state in
a power infrastructure. Some of the requirements are specific to
a particular area, but some are common to several domains. For
instance, usually utilities mitigate risks using redundancies of
physical equipment and communication networks in different
configurations, which provide greater reliability, availability
and quality to the highest possible level. Redundancy is necessary not only in case of malicious attacks. Increased complexity
of electric systems used for power transmission or distribution
could lead to hidden common mode faults and vulnerabilities,
human errors during engineering, installation, operation, modification, or maintenance and testing. Redundancies give an
additional possibility of reducing the consequences of failures. Common mode vulnerabilities and interdependencies with
other system may easily remain unnoticed and reduce the true
redundancy in critical situations. Also use of system models, simulation tools and threat scenarios to deal with the multiplicity

of challenges helps to achieve expected level of preparation for
potential physical attack or system failure.
The level of a power plant protection depends on several
factors, one of them being the size of the power plant. The biggest of them, depending on fuel, contain fundamental critical
assets including generators, power turbines, control room and
substation to deliver energy to the grid. Here, security policies
and operating standards and procedures clearly define rules and
task for all employees and visitors and access is limited to employees, contractors, and visitors with entity-issued identification badges. Nuclear power plants use more strict and complex
security systems, which require multiple physical support and
specific security measures. In case of small renewable power
plants the level of security is not that high. They are equipped
with some security elements such as perimeter alarm system,
security guard, monitoring etc., but some of them are unattended. While an attack on a single small power plant is not critical
to the operation of the electricity infrastructure, the situation
changes when the penetration of these plants in the system is
high. This is becoming increasingly relevant as the penetration
of distributed generation increases.
In case of control centres physical protection can be provided by solidly constructed separate buildings inside several
barriers. Access to a control centre and to a dispatcher control
room should be possible only with controlled authorization
procedures, and restricted to authorised personnel. For that
purpose can serve such methods as an electronic entry system
with entry cards, locked doors with keyed entry, alarm systems,
CCTV (closed-circuit television).
Information and control system intelligence and data storage are increasingly distributed from control centres to substations and terminal devices. Substations rely on their own
security plans, which define the criteria for handling threats,
vulnerabilities and their potential consequences. They contain
several critical assets necessary for transmission and distribution of electricity, including: transformers, circuit breakers, bus
bars, switches, auxiliary high voltage equipment and auxiliary
equipment for control and protection. As they are located in various areas such as urban, rural, and industrial/commercial, they
have somewhat different challenges and opportunities regarding
protection from physical threats. Most typically big substations
have several physical security perimeters such as a fence, a control house building, security guard, alarm systems, a CCTV, and
motion detectors. Access to these critical substations is limited,
monitored, including authorization and procedures. The least
critical substations use less security assets, but for instance in
urban areas even whole substation are built underground due to
better physical security, but also land costs.
The situation is different for the electricity grids that are
more exposed to natural disasters and incidents. In general, power grids are physically unattended, but use a variety of systems
such as SCADA/EMS (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition/Energy Management System) that monitor, control and
protect them from disruption, to limit losses and speed up restoration. Measures increasing protection of power grid against
physical threats include: underground cables instead of overhead lines, redundant lines, routes and substations, transportable
spare parts, protection of information concerning transmission
and distribution lines etc. The grids will be made smarter and
interacting with more and smaller customers thus enabling
more distributed generation and demand response than now.
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This development will increase the capabilities to autonomous
operation which improves resilience of the distribution system
to failures in any single physical point such as a control centre
or major node in the transmission grid. But it will also make the
system more complex and enable running it with smaller physical margins thus making the system increasingly dependent on
ICT, control centres and cyber security.
All the above requirements have been collected into a list
of requirements to create an audit protocol. The audit protocol
concerns physical attacks to electric system and contains issues
related also to obligations of electric utility personnel. The protocol would allow better understanding of the threats and potential failures in the control centre, power plants, power grids
and substations, thus helping to evaluate and develop strategies
to prevent and mitigate the consequences of incidents and outages. An example of a few selected recommendations of the
protocol is presented in table 1.

3. Cyber security of power control systems
Although information infrastructure in several domains
share many common attributes regarding information technology (IT) deployment, there are also features specific to certain
domains. For instance in a typical IT systems data confidentiality and integrity is the main requirement. In control systems it
is the human safety followed by protection of the system processes to save from harm the environment and prevent financial
losses, so system availability and integrity are the core priorities. Thus, to define a set of requirements that help to improve
dependability of SCADA-based systems and ensure their fault
and intrusion tolerance, it is necessary to take into account the
majority of possible vulnerabilities of SCADA system and to
define countermeasures that can influence the system. To fulfil
Tab. 1.

its goal, the resulting document listing all the requirements has
to be addressed to the personnel directly responsible for the critical infrastructure’s security, it has to be exhaustive, but at the
same time not daunting, concerning only the area of the personnel responsibility. Therefore, to make the task clear, we divided
the structure of the information and control system of a modern
power plant according to different personnel responsibility area
into (see figure 2):
-- the control room’s software – the SCADA local area network (LAN),
-- the demilitarized zone LAN (DMZ LAN) providing connections to the external networks,
-- the substations, field devices (sensors and actuators) and
their connection to SCADA LAN,
-- the communication networks including wide area networks (WANs) used for connections to other parties like
the administrative network, or other control centres
and developed a list of requirements forming an audit protocol
for each of the above parts. The requirements will be discussed
in the remaining part of this section.
One of the main factors that have to be taken into account
in case of the control room system’s security is the approach of
the personnel to the demands of the new situation, where the
system is not anymore a stand-alone island, but is connected to
external networks. Therefore for instance the access rights to
the SCADA LAN devices should be strictly defined and obeyed. There should not be anymore the situation when all users
share a common password which is seldom changed, because
the control room is locked and only some persons have access
to it. Examples of the protocol’s selected requirements concerning the personnel access rules are presented in table 2 (No 1
and 2), but the protocol contains also such related recommendations like password length and structure, policies for manage-

Audit protocol – physical requirements

Facility:

Power plant XXX

Identification:

YYY
Security concepts recommendations

No

Entity

Activity

Security threat

1

Control
Centres

System operation
and control.

Physical attacks that could
have impact on destroying
control centres.

Clearly specified rules and actions to
be taken in case of emergency.
Available reliable, secure, and fast
communication infrastructure.

Physical damage by external
impact (malicious attack,
An emergency communication sysnatural disaster, random
tem available.
events, theft, etc.).

12.

Power
plants

23.

Power
grids

34.

Indoor substation with solid construcTransmission of election buildings.
tricity from power
Physical damage by malicious
Substa- plants to the transattack, natural disaster, ran- Available lists of appropriately scaled
tions
mission system,
subsystems’ customers for informadom events, theft, etc.
change of voltages
tion/to be used in case of the system
level.
failure.

30

Generation

Provided automatic system for line/
Transmission
Physical damage by
supply reclosing.
- high voltage lines, - malicious attack, natural
underground cables disaster, random events, theft,
Provided redundant lines, different
and overhead lines.
etc.
routes for each line.
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Fig. 2. Distributed Industrial Control System (ICS), Overview of Generic Structure

ment of users’ passwords and more general requirements as for
personnel training program, system audits, or policies review.
Substantial part of the protocol is dedicated to technical issues
such as software updates and testing, protection against malware, or intrusion detection.
In a business oriented, competitive market it is crucial to
provide fast and secure communication among different market
players as well as between power plants’ control system and
administrative/business divisions of the company. Taking into
consideration the security of the devices connected to the SCADA LAN, the best solution is to avoid direct access to the devices. We recommend adding an additional, dedicated network
segment called demilitarized zone (DMZ), and place there all
the SCADA LAN servers that need to be accessed from outside
of the SCADA network. As some of the servers may not proviTab. 2.

de strong authentication mechanism, authentication and access
control could be done by firewalls located in the DMZ, which at
the same time block access to unnecessary services. Especially,
direct connections to the Internet should be prohibited. If in the
control room services such as access to a mailbox or web pages
are needed, they should be provided by another network located
physically in the same room, but not connected to the SCADA
LAN. This brings another requirement – use of any unauthorized devices like CD, DVD discs, or memory sticks on nodes of
SCADA LAN should be prohibited, while the authorized ones
should be scanned against viruses.
To further prevent direct communication with administrative network, the DMZ may contain replicas of all of the administrative network’s servers that need to be accessed by the
control system. This way all the traffic would be terminated
at the DMZ, with no direct connections. However, if for some
reason direct connection to SCADA LAN is required and granted, it should be monitored and the system should be regularly
observed for malicious activities. This includes scanning with
the help of antiviral software, but also with intrusion detection
system (IDS) to prevent unauthorized access attempts. As scanning may disturb the normal operation of the control system,
the solution recommended in the audit protocol is to run the
intrusion detection software in a system that mirrors the operational one. In this case processes and procedures have to be
defined to ensure that the mirror system is identical to the main
one. Although this involves some effort, the mirror system is
recommended to be used for testing updates, both the control
and the security software patches. Such solution provides also
high level of redundancy. Additionally to the above, it is recommended that the SCADA LAN and DMZ are designed and built
in a way that failure of a single component does not affect the
whole network, and that the risk assessment is always present.
As usage of DMZ is currently not very common, the protocol allows alternative solution, where DMZ is replaced by a set
of firewalls in which case correct configuration of the firewalls
is very crucial. They have to protect the SCADA servers from
unauthorized access and malware, have to monitor access to
and from SCADA devices and restrict unnecessary services,
preferably based on source and destination port numbers.

Audit protocol – SCADA LAN and DMZ

Facility:

Power station XXX

No

Entity

1

SCADA LAN

2

SCADA LAN

Activity

Identification:
Security threat

Authentication
Passwords are not
policy - password properly assigned, netmanagement
work compromised.
Authentication
Passwords are used for
and access policies
too long time, network
- password managecompromised.
ment

YYY

Date:

Security concepts According to recomrecommendations
mendations (Yes/No)
Passwords assigned to individual
users, not to devices (i.e. the
same for all users).
Passwords regularly changed.

dd.mm.yy
Comment

The number of failed access attempts limited
Antiviral software up to date.

30

DMZ

Antiviral software

Malware installation

In signature based software, all
new signatures added as soon as
they are available.
The software tested before
deployment in order not to compromise normal ICS operation.
Tests against critical situations
performed.
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Very crucial from security point of view is the provision
of SCADA LAN’s secure communication with substations via
which information from field devices is obtained and control
commands to them sent. In spite of the fact that field devices are
located in remote unmanned locations, cyber attacks on them
are considered to create a smaller threat than the attacks on the
SCADA LAN due to the opinion that attack on a single device cannot cause a substantial damage. This opinion, however,
is not justified, as there are successful attacks on the SCADA
LAN done via the remote field devices presented in the literature (e.g. [5]). Therefore, it is important to protect the access
to the devices and to ensure the integrity of the messages sent
to the SCADA LAN. Requirements related to those two areas,
access control and message integrity, take the main part of the
field devices audit protocol. Recommended is protection of the
devices by using access control whenever possible. Particular
attention is paid to wireless, or remote connections if such are
allowed for maintenance or administrative reason.
Message integrity protection depends very much on the
type of the SCADA WAN connecting substations with SCADA
LAN and the networks used for substation-field devices communication. The types of the networks vary depending on the
power plant. Some of the networks inherently provide message
integrity, some have to use external mechanisms like encryption, to fulfil the requirement. Therefore, the protocol does not
Tab. 3.

specify how the message integrity is provided, but mandates it
provision. Except for lack of integrity checking mechanisms,
and vulnerabilities such as inadequate access control/authentication methods of substation and field devices, the protocol
address also threats related to lack of reliable synchronized
time stamps, lack of encryption between sensors and substation
devices, or lack of proper monitoring of the communication.
Requirements related to those threats are recommended, as not
fulfilling them may lead to:
-- Inserting inaccurate data to falsify information in the system databases,
-- Stopping ongoing operations,
-- Modifying data to initiate inappropriate actions by system
operators and cause unjustified alarms, or on the contrary
stopping from issuing alarms
-- Modifying the system software that will produce unpredictable results,
-- Inserting unauthorized changes to programmed instructions of programmable logic controllers or remote terminal units causing changes to alarm thresholds, order
premature shutdown of processes or disable control equipment.
Examples of the protocol related to substations are presented in table 3

Audit protocol – substations and remote connections.

Facility:

Power station XXX

Identification:

YYY

Date:

dd.mm.yy

No

Entity

Security threat

Security concepts recommendations

According to
recommendations (Yes/No)

Comment

21

Substation
LAN + field
devices

24

Substation
Functionality of the system can
Redundancy
LAN + field
not be maintained in case of critipolicy
devices
cal components failure.

34

Lack of strong authentication support from SCADA devices, making
Remote
the access control vulnerable to
Remote conaccess to the external attacks. Direct access to
nections
SCADA LAN the control network may disable
security monitoring of the connection, or enable DoS attacks.

41

32

Communication networks

Activity

Message
integrity

Reply attacks, data manipulation

Integrity of data guarantied. Methods
like cryptographic checksum (hash) and
secure storing or transmitting the timestamp, message sequence number and
checksum together with the message
for later verification should be used.
Critical components and back up solutions identified.
The system checked against failing
components not generating unnecessary traffic e.g. cascading event.
Direct access to the control network
blocked.
Access allowed only via approved
equipment
Strong authentication of any remote
user (remote support personnel) done
at DMZ or at the firewall level.
Remote access enabled only when
required, approved, authenticated and
monitored.

The internal or outsourced ICS
Service level agreement (SLA) signed
communications provider comand followed.
Policy
promises security and availability
regarding
to cut costs. Lack of adequate
Regular audits of subcontractors checkservice level
redundancy and availability esing compliance with SLA
managepecially during emergency situament and
tions. (e.g. communications capac- Adequate transparency of implementaredundancy
ity may be too much shared with
tion ensured.
other communications purposes)
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The final part of the audit protocol addresses the security
of SCADA LAN’s external connections. Those include connections to cooperating business partners, other control centres,
and remote connections used e.g. for software maintenance
services outsourced to specialized companies, or provided by
own personnel. As the type of the networks varies from private
networks to the Internet, their vulnerabilities may differ, but the
requirements are the same. One of the main requirements is that
the networks by default are linked to DMZ, not directly to the
SCADA LAN. In case if the company does not support DMZ,
the connections should use strong authentication methods at the
firewall level, especially that such methods may not be supported by SCADA LAN devices.
To prevent man-in-the-middle, or data interception attacks,
virtual private networks are recommended. Because of the nature of the services provided by the power plant, special attention is brought to connections availability, which in some cases
is more important than data confidentiality. Therefore a good
choice is usage of devices avoiding latency problems and careful selection of cryptographic mechanisms. To increase the
availability level, the protocol requires redundancy of the vital
elements of the connections, including backups of devices configuration. Those recommendations are in general important in
the whole system of the infrastructure including SCADA LAN,
substations and DMZ.
As some of the system elements may be leased and some
of the security services outsourced, it is mandated that service
level agreements with the services or networks providers are
signed, and regularly audited.

4. Conclusions
Well-known and new threats including the terrorist attacks,
as well as recent development of SCADA systems from isolated to interconnected networks increase the need for critical
infrastructure protection. For maximum protection, bringing
together physical and cyber security is required. The consequences and mitigation methods are to a large extent the same,
similar or interconnected. Certain physical security is necessary
for achieving cyber security and vice versa. A major difference
is that physical attack is typically local or regional and a cyber
attack can be global.
To ease the task of power system security maintenance, the
critical assets required protection were identified and list of possible threats related to their security and safety was created. In
the next step countermeasures to those threats were proposed
and evaluated. The countermeasures presented in the form of
requirements, as discussed in this article, can be used as a protocol for power system security and safety (self)evaluation. The
protocol has been tested in three different energy companies,
and was found useful for identifying security/safety breaches.
The results presented in this paper are based on the work funded by the EU project Octavio (Energy System Control Centers
Security, an EU Approach) and Finnish national project Moverti (Monitoring for network security status in modern data
networks).
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